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Introduction

From the biological rhythms of birth and death, to the social structures of work and psychological experiences of duration, time is an inescapable fact of human existence. Defining what time is, however, constitutes an impossible task: not only are there “as many subjective times as there [are] thinking, feeling, knowing and communicating individuals,”¹ but equally, despite the astounding reach of systems of measurement, it is accepted that – at the latest since Einstein’s 1905 theory of relativity – scientific concepts of time are founded on increasingly complex parameters. Most theorists agree that the turn to the twentieth century marks something of a watershed: as Stephen Kern outlines in *The Culture of Time and Space 1880-1918*, enormous technological and social changes revolutionized individual and social concepts of temporality at an unprecedented rate.² Our present age seems to constitute another such pivotal moment; perhaps, as Lynn Hunt observes, because of a “similar kind of concentration of technological and cultural causes.”³

Given the complexity and rapidity of our shifting relationship to time it is hardly surprising that expressing this phenomenon requires a “poetic imagination” and that the topic has acquired renewed urgency for those engaged in research in literary, media and cultural studies.⁴ This was reflected in the great diversity of papers, dealing with all periods and genres of literature, as well as with cultural studies and film, presented at the Women in German Studies (WiGS) open conference ‘About Time,’ hosted by University College Dublin in June 2012.⁵ The contributions to the thematic section of this present volume arise from this event and focus particularly on examples of Austrian, German and Swiss literature and thought from the early twentieth century to the present day, reflecting in overlapping and contrasting ways many of the key issues emerging in recent discussions of time.

Modernity’s fascination with the “large variety of proper times,” often regarded as being in “ceaseless conflict” with one another, continues to dominate contemporary discussions of the experience and representation of temporality.⁶ According to Helga Nowotny, notably writing in 1989 even before the advent of the internet and social networking, such discussions acquire a new intensity in view of
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⁴ Nowotny: Time, p. 8
⁵ This event was generously supported by the Goethe Institute together with the Austrian and Swiss Embassies. See the conference report by Emily Spiers. In: Germanistik in Ireland, 7 (2012), p. 245-49.
⁶ Nowotny: Time, p. 4.
the contemporary “compactness of the globe with its ethnic and cultural diversity.”  

The concern with the clash between subjectively experienced inner time and the constraints of socially determined or scientifically constructed time is visible throughout the papers in this volume, whether they deal with Weimar modernism or early twenty-first-century prose. In many cases, they reflect on the sense of acceleration which has been associated with social and technological change since the industrial revolutions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, but which particularly characterizes our own age of immediacy and virtualization.

In addition, the papers collected here contribute to the continued debate on the nature of simultaneity, a key issue in efforts to comprehend our changing relationship to time. In the first place, a sense of simultaneity is essential to the functioning of global capitalism, which relies on the construction of common standards and the immediacy of digital communications. However, such simultaneity is, of course, an illusion, masking deep and widespread inequality and prompting narratives of ‘lateness’ and ‘backwardness,’ reflecting not only the dominance of the market, but also a pernicious ‘first-world’ dominance. Furthermore, the illusion of simultaneity upon which much of contemporary life rests, contributes to a sense of confinement in the present, which Frederic Jameson describes as the end of temporality itself. For Jameson, this goes hand in hand with a “dramatic and alarming shrinkage of existential time” and entails the “virtual effacement of that past and future that can alone define a present in the first place.”

As the papers collected here testify, the need to contend with such confinement in the present, perhaps to transcend it or to reconcile its relationship to the past, is a central concern in literary works from the turn to the twentieth century up until the present day.

Encapsulated by the well-known phrase “Gleichzeitigkeit des Ungleichzeitigkeiten,” coined by historian Reinhart Kosellek, an awareness of the paradoxical relationship between simultaneity and temporal and spatial fragmentation lies at the heart of modern social and historical experience. Opening up an awareness of co-existing “Zeitschichten” with varying durations and origins is therefore crucial in understanding time as both intra- and intersubjective experience. Equally important is the relationship between linear time and the cyclical, which Kosellek explores in his meditations on history, and which, according to Nowotny, is essential in addressing the crisis of the present. Lent urgency by a complex
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constellation of issues, including environmental crisis, tectonic shifts in the global economy and the apparent homogeneity of contemporary culture, the question of how cyclical and linear dynamics interact is central to investigations of our changing relationship to time in general. The papers presented here echo Kosellek’s contention that it is precisely the interplay between repetition and singularity, between rupture and continuity, that allows us to construct a temporality: the ‘before,’ ‘after’ and ‘future possibility’ that structure human experience and permit historical narrative. As many of the contributions in this present volume show, this concern resonates particularly in the Germanophone context: the personal confrontation with the horrors of the past, the legacy of trauma for the present, and the impact of the Holocaust on the concept of social progress, are constantly evoked in explorations of German, Austrian and Swiss identity.

Literary narrative and lyric poetry, continue to offer a vital means of exploring how temporality – or, as West-Pavlov would suggest, “multiple temporalities” – are constructed and experienced. That literature from German speaking cultures provides particularly fruitful grounds for such explorations is confirmed by Johannes Pause who has identified, in contemporary novels, “ein Kaleidoskop verschiedener Motive, Analysen theoretischer Ansätze und ästhetischer Konzepte” as well as “[A]usführliche Reflexionen über das Wesen der Zeit” that reveal our everyday understanding of time to be “überholt” and announce “einen Wandel des menschlichen Zeitbewusstseins, ja sogar der Beschaffenheit der Zeit selbst.” The contributions collected in this volume echo Pause’s findings: defying the prejudice that an explicit concern with time is the concern of a “somewhat faded modernism,” they demonstrate not only the diverse and continually developing means employed by writers in their treatment of time, but also that time is “loquacious” lying as it does at the heart of communication and, as such, at the very foundations of culture.

The thematic section of this present volume proceeds in roughly chronological order, beginning with Elizabeth Boa’s comparison of time in two Weimar-era novels: Thomas Mann’s Der Zauberberg and Vicki Baum’s Die Menschen im Hotel. Boa shows how both texts reflect the changing experience of time in an era of accelerating technological development and socio-cultural uncertainty. She argues that the very structure of Mann’s novel is a metaphor for the difference between a perspectivistic view of time and its fixed, mechanical measurement. Not only does the “blurring of orderly temporal succession” effected in Der Zauberberg serve to
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ILLUMINATION THE GAP BETWEEN THESE MODES OF PERCEPTION, BUT ALSO, BY STAGING A “TRIAL OF
CURIOSITY,” MANN’S NOVEL QUESTIONS WIDER NARRATIVES OF PROGRESS. TECHNOLOGIES
EMERGING AT THE TURN OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (CINEMATOGRAPHY FOR EXAMPLE) ARE
THEREBY REVEALED AS HOLDING THE CAPACITY TO DISRUPT LINEAR CHRONOLOGY. AT THE SAME
TIME, SUCCESSION IS ALSO DISPLACED BY REPETITION AND SIMULTANEITY WHICH ARE BUILT IN TO
THE NOVEL BY MYTHIC ALLUSIONS AND LEITMOTIVIC VARIANTS. WHEREAS MANN’S TEXT, WhOSE
MOUNTAIN SETTING LIES FAR FROM THE URBAN AND INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, SEeks TO EnACT A FORM
OF DECELERATION, BAUM’S NOVEL CHARTS THE LOVE OF SPEED AND DESIRE FOR SPONTANEITY
THAT CHARACTERISES CITY LIFE IN THE WEMAR PERIOD, THEREBY PREFIGURING OUR CONTEMPORARY
CONCERNS WITH IMMEDIACY. BOA ALSO SHOWS HOW, BY EVOKING “EXTREME
CONTRASTS IN TEMPO,” BAUM’S NOVEL, FILLED WITH INTERTEXTUAL REFERENCES TO MANN,
REFLECTS ON THE NATURE OF PROGRESS, REVEALING HOW COMPETING CULTURAL NARRATIVES DO
NOT SUCCEED ONE ANOTHER, BUT RATHER CO-EXIST.

JANET PEARSON’S ANALYSIS OF HERMANN BROCH’S 1945 TEXT DER TOD DES VETGIS
EXPLORES THE AUTHOR’S USE OF A HISTORICAL FIGURE AS A MEANS OF THINKING THROUGH THE
DISCONNECTION BETWEEN PERSONAL TIME, BIOLOGICAL TIME, HISTORICAL TIME, AND TIME AS A
PRODUCT OF HUMAN SYSTEMS OF MEASUREMENT. UNDERRPINNING HER DISCUSSION ARE
MARIANNE GRONEMEYER’S REFLECTIONS ON THE MODERN CONCERN WITH A LACK OF TIME,
WHICH ARISES NOT ONLY FROM INCREASINGLY DOMINANT PERCEPTIONS OF ACCELERATION, BUT
ALSO THE SENSE THAT THE END OF EARTHY LIFE CONSTITUTES AN ABSOLUTE BOUNDARY, WHICH IS AT
THE ROOT OF A FEAR OF DEATH THAT PERVAD OTHERWISE. PEARSON SHOWS HOW BROCH USES
THE HISTORICAL FIGURE OF THE ROMAN POET TO NEGOTIATE THE DILEMMAS OF NON-
SIMULTANEITY AND THE FINITUDE OF EARTHY EXISTENCE BY IMAGINATIVELY ENACTING A PASSAGE
‘OUT OF TIME.’ IN SO DOING, BROCH’S TEXT EXPLOITS THE POTENTIAL OF DEATH AS THE POINT AT
WHICH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL EXPERIENCES OF TIME INTERSECT. CONNECTING THIS TO THE
AUTHOR’S BIOGRAPHICAL EXPERIENCE OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR, PEARSON SHOWS THAT, FOR
BROCH, THIS IS PART OF AN ETHICAL IMPERATIVE TO TURN AWAY FROM A ‘NEGATIVE
UNIVERSALISM’ AND TO SPIRITUALLY RE-CONNECT WITH THE WIDER WORLD.

JEANNE RIOUT’S CONTRIBUTION EXPLORES THE IMPLICATIONS OF FREUD’S CONCEPT OF
MELANCHOLIA AND MOURNING FOR AN UNDERSTANDING OF TIME. REVEALING THE PROCESS
OF GRIEVING AS AN “ALTED EXPERIENCE OF INTERNAL TIME,” RIOUT SHOWS HOW FREUD’S
CONCEPTION OF LOSS IMPLIES AN ALTERNATIVE NOTION OF TEMPORALITY TO THAT ELABORATED BY
HIS CONTEMPORARIES WORKING WITH MECHANISTIC AND PHILOSOPHICAL CATEGORIES. RIOUT’S
DISCUSSION IS EMBEDDED IN AN UNDERSTANDING OF DEBATES ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN ENERGY AND FORCE AS THEY WERE DEVELOPING AT A TIME OF INTENSE SCIENTIFIC
ACTIVITY. CONSTITUTING A “DENIAL OF THE CONTENTS OF TIME,” SHE SHOWS HOW THE ATTEMPT
TO PRESERVE A LOST OBJECT REVEALS A FORM OF TEMPORALITY THAT, IN CONTRAST TO SCIENTIFIC
TIME WHICH REMAINS “ABSOlute” AND “EMPTY” IN ITS RELATIONSHIP TO MATHEMATICAL
CONSTANTS, IS IN FACT FULL OR “OCCUPIED.” THIS NOT ONLY HAS CONSEQUENCES FOR OUR
UNDERSTANDING OF THE NOTION OF INNER TIME, BUT ALSO SUGGESTS THAT SOCIAL TIME IS
POPULATED BY A SENSE OF CUMULATIVE LOSS INTRINSIC TO MULTIPLE SUBJECTIVITIES.
MOREOVER, RIOUT ARGUES WITH FREUD THAT “OCCUPIED TIME” MAY NOT ONLY CONSTITUTE A
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE, BUT MAY BE CONSTITUTIVE OF CULTURE ITSELF. IN OTHER WORDS, IF
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Cultural operations are, at heart, a form of “compensation” for an irretrievable object, an attempt to address a sense of loss through namegiving, storytelling, mythmaking, then the discursive environment itself is “occupied time.”

The notion of aesthetic activity as a form of time underlies Annja Neumann’s discussion of Paul Celan’s poem DAS GESCHRIEBENE, which looks at the way in which temporality is inscribed in and by the poetic process. As such, the poem allows Celan to stage a critical intervention, questioning the historical past as closed narrative. In a close reading of the text, Neumann reveals it to be processual, enfolding in complex juxtapositions that evoke shifting, contradictory and multiple readings, often by way of “retrospective transformations.” As such, it does not embody history by means of a referential strategy, but rather incorporates it by revealing the poetic process as one of becoming. In this way, the text not only acts as a means of communication between ostensibly disparate historical moments, but shows the past to be continually present. For Neumann, this means that the poem is not so much a meditation on time, but, in its becoming, it is time itself.

Katya Krylova discusses Ingeborg Bachmann’s Malina, whose protagonist struggles with the fluidity of the boundaries between past and present. Krylova looks at the way in which in Bachmann’s novel “personal memory and historical trauma” are “indelibly inscribed in the Viennese cityscape,” showing the past as ever present. The need to counter the acceleration of late-twentieth-century life is coupled with the urgent desire to inhabit a present sheltered from the traumatic legacy of the Shoah. However, the protagonist’s attempt to step out of time and exist in such a ‘Heute’ is revealed as impossible, not least because the unassimilable events of the Holocaust cannot be bounded in time, but continue to exist in displaced form. As in other contributions in this volume, Krylova thus shows the close link between time and space: the impossibility of reconciling past and present in a coherent chronological narrative is reflected in the structure of Bachmann’s text, which, Krylova argues, “mirrors the traumatic intrusion of the past in Vienna’s topography.”

Carolin Benzing’s analysis of recent prose narratives by Swiss author Kurt Aebli focuses on the temporal dimension of the trace, which, by marking the presence of something absent, constitutes a particular form of asynchrony. Benzing explores the attempts of Wellenberg, a central character in the novels Der ins Herz getroffene Punkt and Der Unvorbereitete, to resist spatial and temporal assimilation by retreating into an internal world. In so doing he seeks out a non-time (“Nicht-Zeit”), which may offer him a space of potentiality. However, an escape from the control and restriction of time is always shown to be both an opportunity and a danger. Strategies such as unpunctuality, love as a space beyond time, and the potential of multiple lives within a single earthly life, are explored as modes of resistance against the restrictions of time. As Benzing’s discussion shows, Aebli’s text explores the potential of asynchrony in a non-linear narrative that adopts multiple perspectives and reflects on writing as a means of addressing absence and celebrating multiplicity.
In the first contribution to the general section, Sabine Egger explores the evocation of place and the crossing of cultural, historical and aesthetic boundaries in the poetry of German poet Johannes Bobrowski (1917-1965) and of Irish poet Seamus Heaney. Bobrowski, who grew up in a multicultural region of Eastern Europe, and Heaney have in common the influence of a rural childhood and the experience of cultural diversity marked by tensions between different cultures. For both writers, a sense of place serves as a basis for coming to terms with the past, and both develop images and motifs in which concrete and mythical places overlap. Egger’s discussion illuminates the way in which Bobrowski and Heaney poetically reimagine a multi- or transcultural Europe, thereby challenging existing boundaries without ignoring their significance for European history and collective or individual memory.

Rachel MagShamhráin’s article examines the way in which home movies of Adolf Hitler and his inner circle are ‘reprocessed’ in very different ways in two documentary film productions. In both cases, semi-synchronous sound is added to the originally silent film material. However the different strategies employed result in widely different meanings: While one production exposes the footage as an intrinsic part of Nazi propaganda, thus also counteracting a “certain persistent reverence for and susceptibility to the Nazi aesthetic,” the other pulls the spectator into this aesthetic by suggesting an intimacy and authenticity which is heightened by the added sound. This ultimately reinforces the allure of Nazi normality rather than revealing the danger of such over-familiarity.

The thematic section of the next volume of Germanistik in Ireland (volume 9, 2014) will focus on the topic of Utopias-Dystopias-Heterotopias/Imaginierte Alternativen: Utopien-Dystopien-Heterotopien. Articles on other topics, in particular relating to the teaching of German as a foreign language, are, as always, also welcome. Enquiries should be directed to the editors, Dr Gillian Pye and Dr Sabine Strümper-Krobb.

The editors would like to thank the Swiss Embassy, Dublin, for its generous sponsorship of this volume.

Gillian Pye and Sabine Strümper-Krobb (Editors)